Tennis Match Results
Saint Louis vs IUPUI
02/01/19 at Indianapolis, Ind.
(West Indy Racquet Club)

IUPUI 6, Saint Louis 1

**Singles competition**
1. Alex Jochim (IUPUI) def. Justin Nogalski (SLU-M) 6-3, 6-3
2. Kenji Yanaba (SLU-M) def. Sean Bailey (IUPUI) 6-4, 1-6, 10-8
3. Colton Morehart (IUPUI) def. Pavel Badaiants (SLU-M) 6-4, 4-6, 10-6
4. Ethan Mardanus-Budio (IUPUI) def. Ignacio Tintore (SLU-M) 6-2, 6-3
5. Bradley Luetschwager (IUPUI) def. John Paul McKenzie (SLU-M) 6-1, 6-4
6. Eric Hollingsworth (IUPUI) def. No player (SLU-M), by forfeit

**Doubles competition**
1. Alex Jochim/Colton Morehart (IUPUI) def. Pavel Badaiants/Kenji Yanaba (SLU-M) 6-2
2. Bradley Luetschwager/Kyle Whittaker (IUPUI) def. Justin Nogalski/Ignacio Tintore (SLU-M) 6-4
3. Ethan Mardanus-Budio/Sean Bailey (IUPUI) def. No player/No player (SLU-M), by forfeit

Match Notes:
Saint Louis 0-3
IUPUI 4-2
Order of finish: Doubles (1,2); Singles (5,4,1,2,3)